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Check! Only use 1¼ (30mm) screws.
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Real scale hardware list for Table Loom
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Meaning of Symbols

Real scale Instructions
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Wrong

Wax the screws and hooks

Really tight

Check the directions
or shapes carefully

Screw Down level

Assembly Instructions for The Ashford Table Loom - Four Shaft
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Assemble the castle with 8 screws. Check! Only use 1¼ (30mm) screws. Longer screws may damage
the castle side.
Rest the castle front on a table edge for support. Tap the nylon guides into the cord holes from the
back.
Screw the castle front to the castle. Locate the beater pins into the holes in the castle front.
Rest the loom side on a table edge as illustrated. Tap the bolts into the outside of the loom side.
Make sure the bolt head is level with the loom side.
Place the rollers into the holes in the loom sides. With the long ends of roller on the right hand side
(if you are left handed you can put the long ends on the left hand side). Screw the front and back
beams into place. Check the rounded edge of the beams face out.
Attach the support arm to the loom side, after checking it is the right way around. Tighten with a
wrench leaving 0.5mm (1/32in) gap so the support arm can swing freely. Attach the rubber feet.
Place the handles over the roller ends. After checking the direction of the ratchet teeth, secure with
two screws.
Attach the pawls with screws. Leave a 0.5 mm (1/32in) gap so the pawls can move freely.
Place the castle inside the frame and attach with bolts, washers and handles. Tap the bolts into the
inside of the castle. Make sure the bolt head is level with the castle side.
Lift the support rails up and attach them to castle sides with the screws. Leave a 0.5mm (1/32in) gap.
Thread the screws into the heddle frame ends using a hand held screwdriver and leave a 5mm
(3/16in) gap to loop the texsolv nylon cord over. Note: If an electric screwdriver is used it can
crack the heddle frame end.
Push the metal bars into one end, slide the bundle of Texsolv heddles over the bars and push the
other end in place. If necessary, cut the Texsolv heddles to separate them.
Fold the castle flat. Be careful to hold as directed so you don’t jam your fingers. The groove in the
side has a two stage path - this is a safety feature so the loom doesn’t fold too quickly. Slide the
heddle frames in place.
Attach the lengths of Texsolv cord to the heddle frames and levers in the sequence as shown.
Note: To adjust each heddle high, place lever in the down position and adjust the texsolv cord on
the side of the heddle to create a 10mm (½in) gap between the top of the heddle and top of the
castle.
Beater frame assembly. Make sure the wing nuts are parallel to the support rails to ensure the loom
folds.
Attach beater frame to the support rail. Leave 0.5 mm (1/32in) gap so the beater can swing freely.
Note: If the beater frame rubs against the loom sides loosen the wing nuts and retighten. Stretchy
cord - knot the cord at one end, slide through the hole in beater support rail, the hole in the castle
front and knot the other end.
Tie the front and back warp sticks to the front and back rollers. Tie the loops onto the back warp
sticks as illustrated. Note: Use the cotter pin to lock the beater when warping.

Now follow the easy step by step “Learn to weave on the Table Loom booklet” for your first woven sample!

